MEMORANDUM

To: Lawrence Williams
   Chair, Undergraduate Council

From: Elaine Carlson

Date: March 23, 2006

Re: Undergraduate Council Approvals

I have approved all council recommendations related to core curriculum:

UC 8617 0SF: GEOL 3377: Oceanography (Nat Sci core)
UC 8618 0SF: GEOL 3378: Principles of Atmospheric Science (Nat Sci core)
UC 8663 0SF: HDFS 1300: Human Ecosystems and Technological Change (Soc/Behav Sci core)

I have approved all council recommendations related to degree programs:

UC 8554 0SF: DISC 4374: Information Technology Project Management (new course)
UC 8557 0SF: DISC 4477: Network & Security Infrastructure
UC 8558 0SF: DISC 4478: Administration of Computer-Based Management Information Systems
UC 8585 0SF: Latin American Studies Minor change
UC 8586 0SF: LAST 3300: Latin America: Hemispheric and Global Perspectives (new course)
UC 8587 0SF: Music Theory Minor change
UC 8595 0SF: THEA 4113: Advanced Movement Studies (new course)
UC 8599 0SF: THEA 4311: Advanced Movement Studies (new course)
UC 8663 0SF: Change to Computer Engineering Technology degree plan
UC 8699 0SF: JCOIL 4143: Drug Uses and Abuses (new course)
UC 8751 0SF: Proposal for an Undergraduate Health Communication Concentration
UC 8769 0SF: WCL 3392 as elective in Latin American studies minor
UC 8787 0SF: HIST 3388: China: Early Civilization to 1600
UC 8788 0SF: HIST 3389: China Since 1600
UC 8797 0SF: Minor in Technology Leadership and Supervision (new minor)
UC 8810 0SF: CHEE 1331: Computing for Engineers
UC 8812 0SF: CHEE 3462: Unit Operations
UC 8813 0SF: CIVE 1331: Computing for Engineers
UC 8815 0SF: CIVE 4311: Civil Engineering Design and Professional Practice
UC 8816 0SF: CIVE 4335: Ocean Engineering
UC 18817 05F: CIVL 4369: Foundation Engineering
UC 18819 05F: ECE 3364: Circuits and Systems
UC 18820 05F: ECE 5471: Advanced Telecommunications Engineering
UC 18821 05F: ECE 5451: Principles of Internetworking (new course)
UC 18822 05F: INDE 1331: Computation for Engineers
UC 18825 05F: MECE 3371: Numerical Methods for Mechanical Engineers (new course)
UC 18826 05F: MECI 5388: Intelligent Structural Systems (new course)